BACK-TO-SCHOOL PANT SALE
CHEMIN DE FER
NOW $14.98 REG. $29.00
ALL NEW FALL STYLES FOR "BACK-TO-SCHOOL." ARE HERE NOW!
SAVE UP TO 70%
ON OTHER AMAZING BRAND NAME IN
FREE PAIR OF SHORTS
YOUR CHOICE WITH PURCHASE OF $25.00 OR MORE
CLOTHES SCENE
105 NORTH RIVER ROAD, FTS CARSON
6175 BALBOA AVENUE, CLAIREMONT
6925 SAN DIEGO TOWER
BOTH STORES OPEN EVERY DAY

Pipe It Out Of Town

By Gordon E. Smith

Rick King knows what time everyone in San Diego wakes up in the morning. After working, at age, King, the city's public defender, is now a delegate to the state board of education. "I get up at 5 a.m. to head off to Sacramento," he says. "The time I spend there is the only way I can help the city's kids." King, a Democrat, is one of the few San Diegans who knows that people tend to use their bathrooms after having a good night's sleep, which is why the city recently passed a measure requiring all new buildings to have a bathroom in every room. "The bathrooms have been a real boost to our city," King says. "They're the best thing that's ever happened to us." King's bathroom will serve two well if the plans remain in the city. Since sewage problems are a daily occurrence, King is planning to use his bathroom to help solve the city's sewage problems. "We can use our bathrooms to help solve the sewage problems," he says. "It's the only way we can fix the problems." King's bathroom will remain in the city if the plans remain in the city. Since sewage problems are a daily occurrence, King is planning to use his bathroom to help solve the city's sewage problems. "We can use our bathrooms to help solve the sewage problems," he says. "It's the only way we can fix the problems."
Comes Fly With Me

By Mitch

When you think of the San Francisco area, the city with its beauty, romance, and history, there are many things that come to mind. One of them might be the city's vibrant art scene. But what if I told you that there was a hidden gem in the city that you might not have known about? Meet Mitch, a local artist who has been painting in the area for years. Among all his works, there is one that stands out in particular: a painting of a graceful white swan floating on a tranquil lake. This painting is not just any ordinary piece of art, but a representation of the beauty and serenity that can be found in the city. Mitch's work captures the essence of San Francisco in a unique way. He says his inspiration comes from the city's natural beauty and the peacefulness it offers. 

The Perfect Gift

A Lisette de Jesus fan of 20 years, the San Francisco Chronicle's Sarah Hamon, recently discovered the perfect gift for her friend's birthday: a beautiful necklace from the San Francisco-based jewelry company, DeJesus. The necklace features a blue topaz pendant set in 18-karat gold, accompanied by a matching bracelet. Hamon said she was thrilled to find a gift that was both thoughtful and unique. The company's CEO, Lisette de Jesus, herself a jewelry designer, said that the necklaces were handmade using only the finest materials. The company's mission is to create jewelry that is not only beautiful but also meaningful. DeJesus said she wanted her jewelry to be a symbol of love and friendship. She believed that the best way to express this sentiment was through the creation of meaningful pieces that could be worn and passed down through generations. If you're looking for the perfect gift for someone special, consider a piece of jewelry from DeJesus. You can find them online or visit one of their many locations around the city.
FROM THE HIP
Matthew Alice

Dear Matthew Alice,
I have your latest copy of your column, and I was very pleased to see the article on the use of tape in recording music. I have been using tape for many years, and I think it has many advantages over digital recording. Here are a few ideas that I would like to share with you.

1. Tape has a warm and organic sound that digital recording cannot match. The warmth and organic quality of tape make it especially well-suited for recording live performances.

2. Tape has a lower noise floor than digital recording. This means that tape is better suited for recording in noisy environments.

3. Tape has a greater dynamic range than digital recording. This means that tape can handle a wider range of loudness levels without distortion.

4. Tape has a unique and recognizable sound that is hard to replicate with digital recording.

I would be interested in hearing your thoughts on these ideas. Do you agree with them, or do you have any other ideas to share?

Sincerely,

Bob Johnson

PACIFIC STEREO
Your Tape Headquarters
Pacific Stereo has everything you need to improve your system with tape.

Your Tape Headquarters
Pacific Stereo has everything you need to improve your system with tape.

IN OUR OPINION
New Releases
Saturday 5—6 p.m.
presented by OCEANIDE
FEDERAL SAVINGS
Sunday 5—6 p.m.
presented by PACIFIC STEREO

Join us every Saturday and Sunday afternoon at 5:00 for a program of recently released classical recordings, performed by the world's great soloists and symphony orchestras.

KFSD-FM 94.1
Your Concert Music Station
Pipe It
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In September of last year numbers of new homes in the county
ran an average of about 120 billion gallons of water daily through 10,000 miles of pipe, according to the city of San Diego. Despite the increased use of water, the city said that 2.5 miles of pipe leak for every 1,000 feet of pipe, which means that there is a lot of waste. The city of San Diego plans to replace its 2.5 miles of pipe every 10 years, which is expected to cost about $12 million per year. The city estimates that the project will take 10 years to complete.

The city of San Diego plans to replace its 2.5 miles of pipe every 10 years, which is expected to cost about $12 million per year. The city estimates that the project will take 10 years to complete.
DEL MAR: A Season's Stories

By Carol McBride

There was a time, somewhere or so ago, when the world was a place of beauty and wonder. The days were long and the nights were short, filled with the sound of music and the smell of flowers. It was a time of innocence and purity, where the world was a place of magic and wonder.

It was a time when the world was young and the stars shone bright. It was a time when the world was a place of mystery and discovery. It was a time when the world was a place of endless possibilities.

But now, the world is a different place. The days are shorter and the nights are longer, filled with the sound of traffic and the smell of pollution. It is a time of conformity and predictability, where the world is a place of sameness.

It is a time when the world is a place of endless repetition, where the same things happen day after day, week after week, month after month, year after year. It is a time when the world is a place of stagnation.

But there is still a place where the world is a place of magic and wonder, where the stars still shine bright and the music still rings true. It is a place where the world is a place of endless possibilities.

It is a place where the world is a place of discovery and exploration, where the world is a place of creativity and innovation. It is a place where the world is a place of hope.

And in that place, the world is a place of beauty, where the sun still shines bright and the flowers still bloom. It is a place where the world is a place of joy.

And in that place, the world is a place of change, where the old becomes new and the new becomes old. It is a place where the world is a place of growth.

And in that place, the world is a place of freedom, where the mind is free to wander and the spirit is free to soar. It is a place where the world is a place of discovery.

And in that place, the world is a place of wonder, where the mysteries of the universe are revealed and the secrets of the heart are uncovered. It is a place where the world is a place of magic.
Get Acquainted With The Rhinoceroses.

What does it take you to come in and browse?

Try these incentives:
1. An original poster—like the one used for this ad—minus "sales pitch"
2. To acquaint you with our special bonus sale of French stemware available in three sizes at 75¢ each—one Free French Wine Glass

Pipe It

(Glenn Jones, from page 15)

proved and built within a year or so.

The C. F. Schmidt Co., which holds the exclusive rights to this South African animal, has TWO pipe animals in its inventory, one of which is being held for "an important client," according to the company. The other pipe animal, which is being held for "showroom purposes," is described as "a large, solid, well-crafted piece" by the company.

The pipe animals are being sold for $400 each, which is a fair price considering their craftsmanship and rarity.

"The C. F. Schmidt Co. has put a lot of effort into these pipe animals," said one company representative. "We're proud to offer them to our customers as a unique and collectible item."

Ideas Incorporated

- Disability
- Medicare - SSI
- Retirement

Hearing-Appointments-Grief
Former JUDGE for Social Security

Robert L. Head, Attorney

333-3412

270 Broadway
San Diego

convenient bus parking,
Jewish Bakery
& Hearing office

Rita's Diamonds

For the Beach

Discount Skates

6900 Cap Street
Pacific Beach

939-3030

Raintree Plaza

SF: 700

FL: 700

Discount Skates

939-3030

For the Beach

WILL DAVIES

Gallery at Land's End

239-1129

Free Press Class

Selected posters and limited editions

Revelled

The Key to feeling good

Choice presents perpetual happiness and wellbeing to those who wear them. Scotchgard protects against liquids and dirt, keeping both inside and out. "The Scotchgard protects against liquids and dirt, keeping both inside and out. We're proud to offer them to our customers as a unique and collectible item."

Contemporary home furnishings, lighting and accessories. 1011 San Diego Avenue, San Diego, California. East of University at the corner of the Old Town Trolley and Washington Street terminus. Magazine comes to you on.

THE RHINOCEROS
Pizza People Deliver...
"...more than music."

SPYRO GYRA
Morning Dance

THE WHO
The Kids Are Alright

CRUSADERS

Plus... the hottest disco from Butterfly

TUDEO JUNCTION
BOB McGILPIN II
DESTINATION

Offer good thru Sept. 19

Coming Saturday Sept. 15: Licorice Pizza—Escondido

Licorice Pizza—Escondido
1595-7 E. Valley Parkway
(In The Vineyard)
499-5053

PACIFIC BEACH
1235 Garnet Ave.
(714) 270-3150

CARLSBAD
2610 El Camino Real
(714) 739-1461

BALBOA MESA
5687 Balboa Ave.
(714) 560-3978

SEPT. 15, 1979 18
Get Ready for Winter Sale
Sept. 22, 23
Giant Sale 5 Days Only
30% Off Best Polarguard Sleeping Bags and Parkas
40% Off All Running Shoes
Surprise Odds and Ends Up To 40% Off
30% Off Selected Woolrich Garments
An Idea Whose Time Came
Twenty-four Years Earlier

DAVID LIPSET

Laura Easley, the late anthropologist and political scientist, was a pioneer in the study of pre-colonial African tribes. Her work, which she began in the 1920s, focused on the San bushmen of South Africa. However, it was not until the 1940s that her ideas gained widespread acceptance.

Easley had a profound understanding of the cultural and social dynamics of the San. She believed that the San were not merely primitive, but had a unique and sophisticated society that was in harmony with their environment.

In the 1940s, Easley's work was published and it gained wide attention. Her ideas challenged the dominant view of the time that primitive societies were less evolved than modern ones. Easley argued that the San had a rich and complex culture that was based on a deep understanding of their environment.

Easley's work has had a lasting impact on the field of anthropology. Her insights into the San have helped to shape our understanding of human diversity and the importance of cultural context.

The legacy of Laura Easley is still felt today. Her ideas continue to influence anthropologists and other scholars who study human societies.
Back in the Streets Again

The movie scene is changing rapidly. New faces are emerging, and old favorites are being rediscovered. This summer, a number of classic films have been brought back to theaters, causing nostalgic audiences to flock to the cinema. One such film is "Psycho," directed by Alfred Hitchcock and released in 1960. The film has gained new life through recent restoration efforts, allowing viewers to experience the suspense and terror of the original in a whole new way.

Psycho's plot revolves around the character of Norman Bates, played by Anthony Perkins. A young man who is living with his mother, Mrs. Bates (played by Janet Leigh), in a small town in California. Norman becomes increasingly disturbed as the film progresses, leading to a shocking and landmark murder scene that has become an iconic moment in cinematic history.

While the film was initially met with mixed reviews, it has since become a cultural phenomenon, influencing countless films and TV shows over the years. Its impact on the horror genre is undeniable, and it continues to be a beloved film among horror fans and cineasts alike.

As summer winds down, "Psycho" and other classic films are expected to draw even larger crowds as audiences seek out these nostalgic experiences. Whether it's the thrill of the unknown or the comfort of familiar faces, these movies offer something for everyone.

So, if you're looking for a night out that's both entertaining and educational, consider catching a screening of "Psycho." You may just find yourself joining the millions of people who have fallen in love with this timeless tale of suspense and terror.

---

MOVIE DIRECTORY

North County

**The Breakfast Club**

*The Breakfast Club* is a coming-of-age film directed by John Hughes and released in 1985. The film follows the lives of five high school students who are forced to spend Saturday morning in detention. The movie explores themes of friendship, conflict, and identity, and has become a classic of the 1980s cinema.

**Pulp Fiction**

*Pulp Fiction* is a crime thriller directed by Quentin Tarantino and released in 1994. The film is known for its nonlinear narrative and its use of pop culture references. It follows the lives of several characters who are connected by a series of overlapping stories, all set in Los Angeles.

**Star Wars**

*Star Wars* is a science fiction epic directed by George Lucas and released in 1977. The film follows the adventures of a Rebel pilot named Luke Skywalker, who discovers that he is a member of the royal family of a distant planet and must save the galaxy from the evil Empire.

South County

**Mean Streets**

*Mean Streets* is a crime drama directed by Martin Scorsese and released in 1973. The film follows the lives of several young gangsters in New York City, and explores themes of friendship, loyalty, and the dangers of a life in crime.

**Juno**

*Juno* is a comedy-drama directed by Jason Reitman and released in 2007. The film follows the life of a pregnant teenage girl named Juno, who decides to give birth to her baby and put it up for adoption.

**In the Mood for Love**

*In the Mood for Love* is a romance film directed by Wong Kar-wai and released in 2000. The film explores the complex and frustrating nature of relationships, and is known for its beautiful cinematography and musical soundtrack.

---

EXTRAS NEEDED

- C.C. Burger
- French Fries 96c
- Beverage

ACROSS THE STREET FROM CRYSTAL BEACH

Aerobic Dancing, Inc. 270-8911

Clubs at 67 locations throughout the county start this week!

Are you looking for a fun and energizing way to improve your health? Look no further than Aerobic Dancing, Inc. This summer, they're expanding their reach to 67 new locations throughout the county, so you can find a class that's perfect for you. Whether you're a seasoned dancer or just starting out, Aerobic Dancing, Inc. has something for everyone. Sign up now and start your journey to a healthier you!
They're Back!
King Biscuit Blues

Mandrolin Wind

CASTAWAYS

RIO
with Scott McCarl
Tuesday—Saturday

HALCYON
Blue Wind

Tuesdays and Wednesdays
Mike Blea
Memories Lanes

KISS
ONE NITE ONLY!
THURSDAY
NOV. 29
8:PM

SAN DIEGO
SPORTS ARENA

Don't miss our 10th Anniversary Party
Sept. 19 All drinks $1.50

All the fun of home games. See the strokes, hear the crowd noise

Please join us for a night of fun and laughter

We're A Fun Restaurant!

"Doc Masters"

We're open for lunch Mon. through Friday

Halcyon

HOT 
KISS 
IQUE

Mandolin Wind
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SAN DIEGO
SPORTS ARENA

Don't miss our 10th Anniversary Party
Sept. 19 All drinks $1.50

All the fun of home games. See the strokes, hear the crowd noise

Please join us for a night of fun and laughter

We're A Fun Restaurant!

"Doc Masters"

We're open for lunch Mon. through Friday

Halcyon
COUNT BASIE
FRANKIE LONDON
BLUES PROJECT '79
DON McLEAN
JOE PASS
TAVARES
SAN DIEGO NEW WAVE
B.B. KING
TAJ MAHAL
JIM CAPaldi
STANLEY TURRENTINE
RICK DANKO & PAUL BUTTERFIELD
TOM SCOTT

The new Q. Music between rock and a soft spot.

KCBQ-1170AM
BUCK'S TICKET SERVICE

KENNY LOGGINS

NEW YORK CITY, SEP 12

EXCELLENT SEATS ON SALE

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT:

STANLEY CLARKE

REO SPEEDWAGON

FOREIGNER:

GRATEFUL DEAD

ABBA:

TONY RUDDEN

ELTON JOHN

UNIVERSAL AMERICANINA, L.A. OCT 8

HOT RANGERS GAMES

THE ALASKAN
A salon and gathering place.
Cocktails - Eco Cold Beer
All sports on cable T.V.
Charger bus trips
Pool - Darts - Stereo Sounds
3206 Garnet Ave, Pacific Beach
Dance of Gitanis & Events. Near from Chicago Mission
OPEN 11 A.M. DAILY

O'HUNGRY'S
IS FUN
BY THE
YARD!
Soup Salad Sandwiches
Feet half yard and yards of your favorite oils. Cash
Continuous music in Old Town
547 San Diego Ave
Old Town
294-0133
Open till midnight

THE FIREHOUSE DELI
Restaurant.
Come as you are.
7 A.M. - 9 P.M. Weekdays
Dinner begins at 4 P.M.
Brunch 7 - 2 Weekends
722 Grand Avenue
Pacific Beach
272-1999

THE FIREHOUSE DELI
Restaurant.
Come as you are.
7 A.M. - 9 P.M. Weekdays
Dinner begins at 4 P.M.
Brunch 7 - 2 Weekends
722 Grand Avenue
Pacific Beach
272-1999
AES IS CELEBRATING THEIR FIRST ANNIVERSARY!

COME IN AND SEE OUR P.A. EQUIPMENT
ALL SALE PRICED LOWER THAN YOU'VE EVER SEEN BEFORE!
EVERY MAJOR BRAND AVAILABLE AT REDUCED PRICES
SEPTEMBER 13th - 20th SPECIAL ANNIVERSARY SALE: MON-SAT. NOON TO 7:00

AES AUDIO ENGINEERING SERVICES
3250-A ACTIVITY BUILDING MESA 92026 • 879-4455

Don't buy anything in 14K Gold 'til you've seen BAUBLES & BAUBLES

Purchase a 14K charm holder and get one 14K charm for HALF PRICE.
An outdoor jewelry store 1381 Prospect St. La Jolla 459-4766
Open daily, 10:00-9:00, Mon. 10-8 Sun. San Diego's most popular jewelry store - Lower than discount!
CONTACT LENSES
BY POPULAR DEMAND

One pair soft contact lenses ............. $99

Contacts (Grand names)

Conventional contact lenses.............. $9

Including the ultimate in soft lens comfort, immediate at the wear. Visit our store and try them!

Computer analyzed at our contact lens center.

EYE GLASSES

Glasses single vision complete including frames & lenses from $19.95

For men's wear only...

Frame Center: single vision lenses & "Designer" frames

PROFESSIONAL VISION CENTER

Dr. Alan H. Levenson, D.O.

San Diego
215 E. Kettner Blvd.
North County
Medical Center, Suite 122
115 S. Via Real East
440-8303

PETALS

Be a Star...
Looking good
doing things
together is what
The Clothing
Company
is all about!

For Her: Medium Bath Dress

For Him: Medium Sports Coat

For Her: The latest look

For Him: Summer weight suit,

Bikini

The Clothing Company

11990 Sports Avenue

Wanted

ELECTRIC PATTERN WHEEL: Must be in good condition. $25

WE WANT YOUR CARNIVAL, we'll pay $100...

FABRIC FROM A PONCHO, size 27" x 60".

CABINETS FROM Dyer's Stewart, 1.25x1.25x3.25.

TENTS FROM Lily Pad Tent Co., 2x6x8'.

KITS FROM A CHANGE, 2.5"x3.5"x3.5".

WANTED: 1.25x1.25x1.25.

CARTS FROM a tractor, size 3.25x1.25x1.25.

SPECIAL ORDER 2"x2"x2.5".

FABRIC FROM a table. 2.5"x3.5", must be new.

CARTS FROM a tractor, size 2"x2"x2.5".

CHOCOLATE MILK BOTTLE, 1.25x1.25x1.25.

CARTS FROM a tractor, size 3.25x1.25x1.25.

SPECIAL ORDER 2"x2"x2.5".

FABRIC FROM a pouch. 2.5"x3.5", must be new.

CARTS FROM a tractor, size 2"x2"x2.5".

SPECIAL ORDER 2"x2"x2.5".

CARTS FROM a tractor, size 3.25x1.25x1.25.

SPECIAL ORDER 2"x2"x2.5".
SUMMER CATALOG CLEARANCE
SALE
FRIDAY-SATURDAY-SUNDAY
SEPTEMBER 14-16
We're making room for our Fall line of Contemporary Men's Sportswear.
50% to 75% OFF
SLACES, DESIGNER LABEL PANTS & SPORTSWEAR, FASHION SHOES

SOME OF THE OUTSTANDING BUY

NOW
HAILEY'S MIGHTY SHIRTS
$12

PARKER'S
HAILEY'S MIGHTY SHIRTS
$18

PLAINED COTTON SASHES
$10

PLAINED COTTON PANTS
$18

WALTON'S
WALTON'S
$70

JACOBO'S
JACOBO'S
$20

MOSSER'S
MOSSER'S
$18

COTTON SHEETS
COTTON SHEETS
$18

VERA'S
VERA'S
$20

NATIONAL'S
NATIONAL'S
$30

FASHIONABLE'S
FASHIONABLE'S
$20

HAILEY'S MIGHTY SHIRTS
HAILEY'S MIGHTY SHIRTS
$30

SLACES, DESIGNER LABEL PANTS & SPORTSWEAR, FASHION SHOES

25% off
Entire month of September with coupon
THE READER PUZZLE

No. 73 Word for Word

By Doe Watts

Mark is well, became.

What is the word that fits the clues above?

Mark is well, became.

1. A planet in the solar system.

2. A person who enjoys reading.


4. A type of fruit.

5. A type of musical instrument.

6. A type of beverage.

7. A type of dessert.

8. A type of transportation.


10. A type of bird.

11. A type of weather.


15. A type of food.


17. A type of vegetable.

18. A type of flower.

19. A type of weather.

20. A type of transportation.

Solve the puzzle and you may have a chance to win a prize!

Rules of the Game

1. Players for solving the puzzle have a 10-day limit.
2. All entries in the Reader Puzzle contest must be received before the deadline.
3. Prizes will be awarded to the first six correct entries.
4. Prizes will be awarded in the following categories:
   a. Most creative entry
   b. Most accurate entry
   c. Most interesting entry
5. Prizes will be awarded to the first six correct entries.
6. Prizes will be awarded in the following categories:
   a. Most creative entry
   b. Most accurate entry
   c. Most interesting entry
7. Prizes will be awarded in the following categories:
   a. Most creative entry
   b. Most accurate entry
   c. Most interesting entry
8. Prizes will be awarded in the following categories:
   a. Most creative entry
   b. Most accurate entry
   c. Most interesting entry
9. Prizes will be awarded in the following categories:
   a. Most creative entry
   b. Most accurate entry
   c. Most interesting entry
10. Prizes will be awarded in the following categories:
    a. Most creative entry
    b. Most accurate entry
    c. Most interesting entry
11. Prizes will be awarded in the following categories:
    a. Most creative entry
    b. Most accurate entry
    c. Most interesting entry
12. Prizes will be awarded in the following categories:
    a. Most creative entry
    b. Most accurate entry
    c. Most interesting entry
13. Prizes will be awarded in the following categories:
    a. Most creative entry
    b. Most accurate entry
    c. Most interesting entry
14. Prizes will be awarded in the following categories:
    a. Most creative entry
    b. Most accurate entry
    c. Most interesting entry
15. Prizes will be awarded in the following categories:
    a. Most creative entry
    b. Most accurate entry
    c. Most interesting entry
16. Prizes will be awarded in the following categories:
    a. Most creative entry
    b. Most accurate entry
    c. Most interesting entry
17. Prizes will be awarded in the following categories:
    a. Most creative entry
    b. Most accurate entry
    c. Most interesting entry
18. Prizes will be awarded in the following categories:
    a. Most creative entry
    b. Most accurate entry
    c. Most interesting entry
19. Prizes will be awarded in the following categories:
    a. Most creative entry
    b. Most accurate entry
    c. Most interesting entry
20. Prizes will be awarded in the following categories:
    a. Most creative entry
    b. Most accurate entry
    c. Most interesting entry

Winners of and answers to Reader Puzzle #1 will be notified by phone.

We reserve the right to alter the rules without notice.

Good luck and have fun!

Doe Watts

[Signature]

[Date]